
GREEN ACTION
in Central Tottenham

Let's promote and create a sustainable future
At a time of worsening climate and biodiversity crises, everyone needs

to recognise and get to grips with the situation. Let's take action 

together to make real change. The solutions are all around us. We 

can take responsibility in our own lives, and collectively in our own

neighbourhoods, whilst also demanding effective action by companies

and governments. To help in this we propose to set up a new group,

Green Action in Central Tottenham [GACT], drawing inspiration from

existing projects, activities and campaigns, and from our communities.

Lordship Hub and Lordship Rec provide a fantastic base and 

opportunity for promoting a wide range of environmental sustainability

issues and good practice in our surrounding communities. Over the

last 20 years the community has led on the transformation of Lordship

Rec, turning a neglected and barely-used park into a thriving venue

for wildlife and the people of Tottenham. Lordship Village!

Launch of Green Action group based in the Rec.
Promoting sustainability around central Tottenham - All welcome!

Sunday September 24th, 1pm-3pm
at Lordship Hub, Lordship Rec N17 6NU

SOME LORDSHIP REC ACTIVITIES WHICH CAN INSPIRE AND 
LINK TO WIDER ACTION IN OUR COMMUNITIES

Energy and climate  Lordship Hub is run by and for the community. It has a special

carbon-neutral 'passivehaus' design, solar energy panels on the roof, and hosts a

Weather Station to help raise public awareness about our changing climate.

Biodiversity Lordship Rec's biodiversity has improved so much that it has recently

been designated a Site of Borough Wide Importance for Nature Conservation. The

Friends of the Rec help maintain and manage the woodland, lake, orchard, river channel

and grasslands.

Local Food-growing Volunteers grow organic food in the Harmony Gardens and in

the orchard field, and run an annual Flower & Produce Show showcasing local produce.

And there's also a well-maintained allotment site next to the Rec.

Flood Control The River Moselle flows through a flood plain and now has additional

control features which could help prevent future flooding downstream.

Green travel Cycling is being promoted by the Rockstone repair and sales workshop,

by Wheelytots sessions in the historic Model Traffic Area, and by users of the loop track.

There are also currently 7 walking groups each week. People can use the Rec and other

green spaces as alternative routes to nearby car-filled roads.

Waste and recycling Lordship Hub composts much of its food waste, and hosts a

monthly Repair Club so appliances can be re-used not thrown away. However other 

recyclable Hub waste goes to landfill as the Parks Service has not yet brought in proper

recycling - can you help us lobby about this? Parks staff do compost the park's green

waste though. Volunteers from the Lordship Litterpickers regularly help out in the park.

Healthy living There are a range of groups based in the park and in the Hub which 

organise sports teams and fitness sessions. There’s also an outdoor gym. Healthy food 

is provided by the Hub cafe. And being in the park is great for general well-being!

Community spirit and empowerment Lordship Rec is co-managed jointly by the 

community and Parks Service. The Rec and Hub promote positive lifestyles, community 

activities and initiative. 20 different user groups are based in the Rec.

But in the light of the worsening global crisis we need a specific group to promote

long-term environmental sustainability around our local communities. Such a group could

host discussions and film showings, spread ideas, lobby the authorities for better 

policies, and link to other green initiatives and campaigning activities throughout Haringey  

Supported by the Lordship Hub Co-operative
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Support GREEN ACTION!
Launch meeting on Sunday September 24th, 1pm-3pm at Lordship Hub, N17 6NU

Yes - I support this, please keep me updated

Name: ..........................................  Email:  ...................................................................

I'd also like to get actively involved: [tick]  ______   Phone: ......................................

Return to Lordship Hub office or email your details to info@lordshiprec.org.uk
www.lordshiphub.org.uk
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